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Abstract Neuromyelitis optica (NMO) is an acute

inflammatory disease that preferentially involves the optic

nerves and spinal cord. Although many infectious agents,

including mumps virus, are postulated to have a role in the

pathogenesis of multiple sclerosis (MS), the relationship

between NMO and infectious agents remains uncertain. To

investigate the relationship between NMO and viruses that

have special affinity for the central nervous system, we

performed a nested polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to

detect mumps virus or enterovirus RNA in cerebrospinal

fluid samples from 13 patients with MS, 8 with NMO and

20 with other neurological diseases (ONDs). Nested PCR

was positive for mumps virus in 2 (25%) of NMO patients,

but in none of those with MS and ONDs. Moreover, nested

PCR results became negative in the remission phase in the

two PCR-positive NMO patients. Mumps virus may have

some role in the pathogenesis of NMO.
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Introduction

Neuromyelitis optica (NMO) is an idiopathic inflammatory

CNS disorder preferentially involving the optic nerve and

spinal cord [1–3]. A substantial body of evidence has

accumulated suggesting that NMO is distinct from multi-

ple sclerosis (MS) and that its pathogenesis is determined

by humoral immune mechanisms differing from MS,

which, mainly, is mediated by cellular immune mecha-

nisms [4–6].

A wide variety of infectious agents: viruses, spiro-

chetes, mycoplasma, mycobacteria and toxoplasma have

been discussed as potential contributors to immune dys-

function in MS [7]. Among the viruses, rabies, herpes

simplex, parainfluenza, measles, coronaviruses and others

have been implicated in the etiology of MS [7]. The

interaction between NMO and infectious agents, however,

is not clear.

Most spinal cord lesions of NMO are located centrally,

involving gray matter [8], where is preferentially involved

in acute poliomyelitis. The aim of this study was to

investigate using nested polymerase chain reaction (PCR)

the relationship between NMO and the two causative

agents of polio-like disease, mumps virus [9] and entero-

viruses, which have specific affinity for the central nervous

system.

After our submission of this article, a paper dealing with the

association between neuromyelitis optica and mumps virus has been

published [Koga M, Takahashi T, Kawai M, Fujihara K, Kanda T

(2011). A serological analysis of viral and bacterial infections

associated with neuromyelitis optica. J Neurol Sci 300:19–22].
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Patients and methods

Subjects

The study comprised eight patients with NMO and 13 with

MS who were seen at Chiba University Hospital. The

NMO patients fulfilled the revised diagnostic criteria for

NMO [10]. MS patients fulfilled the revised diagnostic

‘‘McDonald’’ criteria for MS [11]. Demographic and clin-

ical characteristics of patients are shown in Table 1. NMO-

IgG was assayed for all 21 patients with NMO or MS at the

Mayo Medical Laboratories (Rochester, MN). Anti-aqu-

aporin-4 antibody was measured by an ELISA, as descri-

bed elsewhere [12]. Eighteen patients with other

neurological diseases (ONDs), 10 with amyotrophic lateral

sclerosis, 3 with Parkinson disease, 2 with multiple system

atrophy and 3 with other degenerative disorder served as

the disease controls. Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) samples

were obtained from all the patients. For those with NMO or

MS, serum and CSF samples were obtained from patients

who did not receive any immunosuppressive treatments at

the time of relapse in active phase and stored at -80�. All

the participants gave their informed consents to the study

procedures. Ethics approval was granted by the Ethics

Committee of Chiba University School of Medicine,

Chiba, Japan.

PCR tests for detection of the mumps virus

and the enterovirus genomes

CSF samples were tested for the presence of the mumps

virus and enterovirus genomes by a nested PCR method

(PCR-FMU), as described elsewhere [13, 14], blindly with

respect to clinical information and the results of NMO-IgG

or anti-aquaporin-4 antibody assays. In brief, RNA was

extracted from 250 ll of each viral sample using Isogen-

LS (NipponGene, Tokyo, Japan; an acid guanidinium

thiocyanate kit). First-strand cDNA was synthesized from

3 ll of resuspended RNA, using 2.5 U of Moloney murine

leukemia virus reverse transcriptase (Toyobo, Osaka,

Japan). A 10-ll aliquot of the cDNA product was the

template in the amplification with Taq DNA polymerase

(Perkin–Elmer, Norwalk, CT). Primers targeted the 50 non-

coated region of mumps virus and enterovirus sequences. A

list of the primer sequences used is given in Table 2. The

PCR product was run on a 2% agarose gel containing

ethidium bromide, and the gel was photographed under

ultraviolet light. A positive PCR reaction was expected to

produce a 223-base pair (bp) band for mumps virus and a

155-bp band for enterovirus. The sensitivity of PCR-FMU

calculated from extraction of serial dilutions of titrated

reference viruses was 10-2 TCID50 /ml for mumps virus,

and 10-3 TCID50 /ml for enterovirus.

Table 1 Demographic and clinical characteristics of subjects

Neuromyelitis optica Multiple sclerosis Other neurological diseases

(n = 8) (n = 13) (n = 20)

Men:women 0:8 4:9 11:9

Median age, years (range) 48.5 (26–68) 30.0 (17–49) 65.0 (52–87)

Median age at onset, years (range) 38 (25–56) 22 (10–39) ¯
EDSS (range) 8.5 (6.0–9.0) 6.5 (0–9.5) ¯
Positive NMO-IgG 8/8 0/13 ¯
Positive anti-AQP4 Ab 8/8 0/13 ¯

EDSS Expanded Disability Status Scale; anti-AQP4 Ab anti-aquaporin-4 antibody

Table 2 Nested PCR primer sequences for mumps virus and enterovirus

Virus Fa (forward primer) Ra (reverse primer) Primer referenceb

Mumps virus 1a AACCAACTCGTTGAGCAAGG CTATCTTAGCCAATTCCACA

2a CTCATTGGCAATCCAGAGCA ATGAACCTGTTGGTTGGATA

Enterovirus 1 CAAGCACTTCTGTTTCCCCGG ATTGTCACCATAAGCAGCCA

2 TCCTCCGGCCCCTGAATGCG ATTGTCACCATAAGCAGCCA Hosoya et al. (1997)

a Primer F1 and R1 for each virus used in first-round PCR and primer F2 and R2 in second-round PCR
b Reference given for a primer pair taken or adapted from published PCR results
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Patients whose CSF samples showed a positive PCR test

in the acute phase of NMO or MS underwent follow-up

examinations of CSF in the clinical remission phase and

serum in the acute phase for the presence of virus by the

same PCR method.

Statistics

The significance of differences in percentages was deter-

mined by Fisher’s exact probability test. Statistical analy-

ses were performed using the SPSS statistical package

(version 11.0.1 J, SPSS Japan Inc., Tokyo, Japan).

P \ 0.05 was considered to be significant. One of the

authors (M. Mori) conducted all the statistical analyses.

Results

Presence of the mumps virus RNA and enterovirus

using PCR

The mumps virus genome was detected by the PCR method

in 2 (25%) of the 8 patients with NMO, but in none of the

13 MS and 18 ONDs patients. Differences in percentage

were marked between NMO and 31 non-NMO including

13 MS and 18 ONDs (P = 0.038). The enterovirus genome

was detected in none of the patients with NMO, MS or

ONDs. The mumps virus genome was not detected in the

CSF of the two mumps PCR-positive NMO patients during

remission or in serum from acute phase of NMO. In Fig. 1,

the results obtained for 9 of 39 clinical samples tested in

the nested PCR to detect mumps virus RNA are reported;

sample 6 was considered positive since a 223-bp band

corresponding to the expected size of viral amplicon was

found.

Clinical features of mumps virus-positive

NMO patients

Both mumps virus-positive patients were women who had

clinical and laboratory features consistent with typical

NMO. Both had optic neuritis and transverse myelitis, age

at onset being 43 and 27 years. Disease durations were

5 months and 18 years when serum or CSF samples were

obtained, respectively. The Expanded Disability Status

Scale (EDSS) [15] value for those patients was 8.0.

Cerebrospinal fluid examination at relapse revealed a

mildly elevated level of protein and increased cell counts,

and absence of oligoclonal bands. Spinal MRI showed

long spinal cord lesions that extended for more than three

vertebral segments and involvement of the central part of

the spinal cord (gray matter). NMO-IgG and anti-aqu-

aporin-4 antibody were detected in the sera of both

patients. Anti-mumps virus antibody was assayed in one of

the mumps virus-positive patients by enzyme-linked

immunosorbent assay. Serum IgG antibody was positive,

but serum IgM antibody, CSF IgG and IgM antibody were

all negative.

Discussion

Anti-aquaporin-4 antibody in the sera of NMO patients has

been considered to be pathogenetic in NMO [5], but why it

is elevated in the sera of NMO patients is not clear.

Although cases of NMO with infection by human immu-

nodeficiency virus type 1, dengue virus, Helicobacter

pylori and human T-lymphotropic virus type 1 have been

reported [16–19], as in MS the relationship between

infectious agents and NMO is not clear.

The relationships between infectious agents, such as

measles, rubella, varicella, mumps, pertussis or scarlet

fever, and MS have been discussed [20, 21]. It has also

been debated whether the mumps virus is a pathogenetic

infectious agent in MS. A number of publications support

such a relationship based on epidemiological research and

studies of serum and CSF, including the oligoclonal band

[22–25]. However, recent studies have negated such a

relationship. Childhood infection by mumps virus has been

reported not to be associated with increased risk of MS

later in life [21], and mumps virus genome has been not

been detected in autopsy specimen lesions [26].

Viral infection of the central nervous system is often

difficult to diagnose, because conventional laboratory

methods, such as virus culture and serology, are not suf-

ficiently sensitive. Use of a PCR to check for viral infection

has resulted in increased viral identification in neurological

disorders [13, 27]. In addition, a more specific method,

nested PCR, is reported to be highly sensitive for the

Fig. 1 Nested PCR analysis of viral RNA from representative CSF

samples. Amplification yielded a band of 223 bp (Arrow). Positive

control (PC); negative control (NC); clinical samples, lane 1–9;

molecular weight marker (M)
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diagnosis of mumps virus CNS infection [27]. We used the

nested PCR method to detect the mumps virus.

The mumps virus, a member of the Rubulavirus genus of

the family Paramyxoviridae, consists of single-stranded

negative-sense genomic RNA with a virion [28]. The virus

usually causes a benign childhood infection. Parotitis is the

most common clinical symptom, and the most common

complication of infection is aseptic meningitis. Other cen-

tral nervous system complications include acute and chronic

encephalitis, transverse myelitis, hydrocephalus and acute

cerebellar ataxia [27]. Transverse myelitis [29, 30] and optic

neuritis [31], both symptoms of NMO, have been reported

subsequent to mumps infection or mumps virus vaccination.

Some reports have suggested an association of optic neuritis

[22, 32] with mumps virus. Because patients with NMO

often have optic neuritis or transverse myelitis as the initial

symptom [12], cases of NMO might be included in those

reports. No reports have described an association between

NMO and mumps virus, but one case report has described a

patient who presented transverse myelitis and optic neuritis

after mumps virus meningoencephalitis [33].

In conclusion, the detection of mumps virus in the CSF

samples obtained from patients with NMO in this study

may indicate that mumps virus may have a role in the

pathogenesis of at least a part of NMO.
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